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Editor’s Statement
NATPE has been a leader in developing HDTV

technology through their annual HDTV forum. For the
past several years members from all over the world have
received vital HD information which has enabled them
to enter this revolutionary medium. We salute NATPE’s
efforts in promoting this monumental change in how we
see television.

In this issue you will read about Bernard Rose’s
daring move to film in HD for his latest movie,
“ivansxtc.” starring Danny Huston, Lisa Enos, and Peter
Weller. Rose continues to supply his audiences with
innovative material guaranteed to stimulate the mind.
The story line, which shows the decadence of
Hollywood, is underscored by the HD format that is so
real it makes one feel as if they are somehow tainted in
the watching.

The article on The Discovery Channel Eco-
Challenge supplies HD image still grabs that are
indicative of the high resolution unmatched by any other
video format today. After reading the text perhaps you
too will agree with me that the real winners of the Eco-
Challenge were the HD crew and the HD cameras.

If you are a sports fan you will enjoy reading the
background story of Seahawks’ producer, Mike Wacker, a
veteran in the business.

Your suggestions and HD press releases are
appreciated. You may e-mail them directly to me at
Laura@apsnw.com or send them to: Laura Nielson,
Editor of HighDef.Org, 2247 Fifteenth Avenue West,
Seattle, WA 98119.

Have a successful NATPE and may all your shoots
be in HighDef,

Laura Nielson
Editor
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APS RENTAL DEPARTMENT SUPPLIES HD
CAMERAS FOR FEATURE FILM

APS rentals has supplied an HD camera and grip truck
for Out of the Blue, a feature film shot in Seattle.  The film’s
director and star, Sue McNally chose HD over film.  Sue wanted
to take advantage of HDTV’s blue screen capabilities and to
experience the considerable production cost advantages
over film.  The film is a comedy of a young man’s right of
passage into manhood.  The main character and two support-
ing characters are played by Sue.

Out of the Blue will be posted at APS in Seattle. This film
is partially funded by a grant from the National Endowment
for the Arts. ◆

PLUS 8 VIDEO OPENS NEW YORK
OFFICE

Plus 8 Video, the first rental company to offer digi-
tal High Definition production equipment, has established
a truly national presence by opening an office and rental
facility in New York City. Servicing the independent, film
and television production communities, Plus 8 New York
rents High Definition, NTSC and PAL equipment. The
company hired industry veteran Henry Bornstein to head
the operation and expand the New York market for High
Definition applications.

Marker Karahadian, President of Plus 8 Video com-
mented, “Our approach to growth has been to steadily
build a team of quality people and expand into the areas
that offer the greatest potential. We have been looking at
the New York market for some time and see it as pre-
senting many opportunities. There has been an overall
increase in production there and the community is quite
diverse and open to new technologies. Henry is a con-
summate professional who brings a great deal of
knowledge about this market and industry as well as
managerial and marketing skills that will ultimately make
our venture a success.”◆

HD
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DSR-PD100A

DVW-790WS

HDW-700A

DSR-200A

DIGITAL CINEMATOGRAPHY OPENS
NEW PRODUCTION OPPORTUNITIES

Digital Electronic Cinematography has a great deal to offer the
independent film producer. The extraordinary strides of recent
years in electronic imaging now allow superb images to be
captured on compact digital cassettes. Sony's novel EBR
Transfer System will transfer these digital images and sound
directly to 35mm film, producing a high quality release print.

The DVW-790WS camcorder produces widescreen images
of extraordinary clarity. When transferred to 35mm film, the
results often exceed those of an equivalent Super 16mm
origination that is enlarged to a 35mm film release print. And
now, Sony has raised the standard by introducing the world's
first digital High Definition television camcorder – the
HDW-700A. When this tape is transferred to film its quality ranks
with that of a direct 35mm film origination.

For the important and extensive low-budget independent
sector, the miracle of digital camcorders can br ing very
cost-effective solutions to cinematography. Sony's
DSR-PD100A and DSR-200A DVCAM Camcorders wil l
produce a film transfer that ranks with the best 16mm
origination that is enlarged to a 35mm release print. The
professional DVCAM family also offers 1/2 and 2/3 inch
camcorders that can produce even higher quality.

For  addi t ional  informat ion please cal l  
1-800-635-SONY, ext .  DEC6.
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HD FEATURE EDITS AT AMERICAN PRODUCTION SERVICES

Based on a novel by Robert Fleet, Last Mountain is a touching fantasy-adventure, set in
the ghetto of East Los Angeles, that focuses on a homeless man and a Mexican teenage girl
and their search for a magical, 1,000 year old unicorn that no longer has the strength to
remain invisible. The two chase the unicorn to the last mountain where it intends to die, but
are themselves hunted by the Dreambreaker (immigration police) that intend to send the girl
to Mexico. Fleet says that the unicorn is a metaphor for the American Dream and the
entertainment is a façade for a deep social message.

While independent filmmakers wear their technical, artistic, and financial limitations
like a badge of honor, Fleet stresses that his small budget production is able to yield impres-
sive, polished, “A-movie” results.  Compared to shooting film, the cost-effectiveness of HD
production enabled Fleet to hire accomplished film talent in front of and behind the camera,
and spend as many takes as necessary to capture the best possible performances. ◆

Soon-Tek Oh in Last Mountain

HD

HD
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Perhaps the ultimate test for the High Definition
format occurred during the December shooting
of the multi-disciplined expedition race, the an-
nual Discovery Channel Eco-Challenge. For twelve

nonstop days and nights Sony’s state-of-the-art HDCAM
was the camera of choice. If you are envisioning one cam-
eraman hoisting his equipment solidly on his shoulder,
think again. Nineteen camera crews in the largest HD shoot
to date were employed to tape 200 athletes, in four per-
son teams from thirty-one nations, as they traversed
Patagonia’s notorious wilderness region in Argentina. In a
land known for its varied terrain and extreme weather
conditions, the competitors attacked the five required dis-
ciplines of the race: kayaking through glacier-filled waters,
canoeing through white-water rapids, rappelling granite
spires and waterfalls tumbling thousands of feet into for-
ested valleys, mountaineering the Andes Peaks, and riding
horseback cross country through treacherous land.

For the crew documenting this December sporting
event, it would be an understatement to say it wasn’t ex-
actly the twelve days of Christmas. Far from it! More likely
it was the twelve days of torture. Of necessity, in following
the competitors through the rigors of the race, the camera
operators had to be athletes themselves performing under
strenuous and often grueling circumstances in order to
immortalize the triumphant winners and the other racers
disappointed by defeat.

For example, Discovery Channel’s cameraman,
Michael Graber had to scale Mt. Torandor fifteen times
with his HDCAM. Each time he stationed himself at the

The Real Winners of the Discovery Channel
Eco-Challenge
By Laura Nielson
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Nineteen camera crews, in the largest HD shoot to date, were
employed to tape 200 athletes from thirty-one nations, as
they traversed Patagonia’s wilderness region in Argentina.

Continued on page 12…

HD
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…Fifteen times he climbed the mountain. That’s

13,000 foot summit in a freezing ice cave waiting and
waiting for those who’d make it. Michael sacrificed physi-
cal comforts just to be ready to capture the ice climbers
who had successfully achieved the fourth leg of the com-
petition, the summit of Mt. Torandor. I repeat, fifteen times
he climbed the mountain. That’s fourteen times more than
the racers!

On the third day of the Eco-Challenge, the Patagonia
weather struck the teams with a vengeance. Gale force
winds and driving snows from a fierce blizzard marooned
the teams and crew at check points seven to ten, just short
of their destination – the picturesque granite spires that
are Patagonia’s trademark. The authorities had to tempo-
rarily shut down the race as the competitors and crew
were forced to seek refuge or be blown off the mountain.

Angus Yates, producer of the Eco Challenge com-
mented, “Our trick was to cover this epic human adventure
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HD

s fourteen times more than the racers!

in a very kind of intimate and personal way, covering not
only the arena which is a 700 mile wilderness area, but
also the inner workings of these people and the team dy-
namics, and that’s where it gets tricky.”

The Greenpeace Team captained by forty-four year
old John Howard of New Zealand won this year’s Eco-
Challenge. However, in my book, High Definition and the
camera crews who shot this event from mountain top to
treacherous river rapids are the real winners of this year’s
Discovery Channel Eco-Challenge. Together, science and
man have captured a riveting four-hour documentary mini-
series that will get even the couch potatoes up off their
seats in anxious anticipation. 155 million cable subscrib-
ers in 145 countries will undoubtedly feel exhausted as
they vicariously trudge through the race step-by-step in a
format so real they may feel as if they are competitors
themselves living in a virtual reality set. This much antici-
pated event is scheduled for an April 2000 premiere. ◆

HD

HD
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For director Bernard Rose, HDCAM is
not just a camera, it’s a catalyst for
change in the motion picture indus-
try.  The economics of shooting with

a Sony HDCAM camcorder made it possible
for Rose and Producer Lisa Enos to self-finance
a full-length movie called ivansxtc. Their bud-
get, which was so low it qualified for the Screen
Actor’s Guild’s “Limited Exhibition” status, was
largely spent on talent, including stars Peter
Weller (Robocop), Danny Huston (Mr. North), and
Tiffani-Amber Thiessen (Beverly Hills, 90210).

Written and directed by Rose, ivansxtc is
a fictitious drama about a Hollywood agent
named Ivan Beckman who finds himself con-
fronted by personal challenges as he faces the
end and meaning of his life.  With production
now completed, ivansxtc has proceeded to the
HD edit suite at APSLA, American Production
Service’s new state of the art post-production
facility specializing in High Definition projects.

Rose, whose film credits include Immortal
Beloved and Anna Karenina, set out to film
ivansxtc in 35mm when an HD technology
demonstration convinced him that HD origi-
nated footage was indistinguishable from
35mm film. He and Enos realized that HD of-
fered attractive economic and creative
advantages without sacrificing picture quality,
so they decided to follow an HD production path.

The Sony HDCAM camcorder’s ease of use and abil-
ity to shoot in natural low light conditions gave the HD
medium a clear edge over film. One particularly long, com-

HDCAM Ushers in New Age of Movie Making
Bernard Rose shoots new movie ivansxtc in HD
By Claudia Kienzle

plex scene in invansxtc was actually shot in an outdoor
café at night, and Rose says the picture quality was re-
markable considering that no artificial light was
supplemented. Since the camera did not require the huge

lighting kits common to filming in low light conditions,
production was unobtrusive enough that the restaurant
could continue to serve its patrons.

Continued on next page…
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HD

Danny Huston, Peter Weller and Lisa Enos – in a limo lit only with a dome light.
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“All of my life I’ve been looking at things with the
naked eye and thinking ‘Oh, that’s beautiful. I wonder how
I can capture that on film?’ But capturing beautiful scenes
on film often requires bringing in a circus of 250 crew
people who inevitably ruin the desired effect by faking the
lighting,” says Rose. “But, with HDCAM’s low light capa-
bility, if you can see the scene, you can shoot it. It’s that
simple.”

In invansxtc, shooting night scenes on a highway al-
lowed Rose to capture the way headlights really move
across people’s faces. When shooting in daylight, HD’s
crystal clarity gave an honest impression of people’s skin
tones, and heavy makeup is not only unnecessary, it’s in-
advisable because it draws attention to itself.

The post production includes online editorial in full-
bandwidth HD (1.5 gigabits per second) using Sony’s
HDS-7000 3 M/E production switcher with two frame
stores and primary and secondary color correction; the

Sony HDME-7000 two-channel digital video effects sys-
tem; the BE-9100 editor, HDW-500 video tape machines;
and a complement of HD monitors.

For ivansxtc, audio post production will include mix-
ing a six to eight channel soundtrack, using location audio
recorded on DAT machines, in anticipation of distribution
with 5.1 channel Surround Sound.  The movie’s distribu-
tion plans are not yet finalized, however, Enos indicated
that ivansxtc will be transferred from a 1080i/30 HDCAM
master to 35mm film for theatrical release.

With the camcorder mounted on his shoulder, Rose
shot all the scenes in ivansxtc himself, and there was no

“Let’s absolutely call this
what it is: HD is a major
revolution that will change
the motion picture
industry.  Independent
filmmakers with creative,
innovative ideas will no
longer have to face an
army of checkbook-
wielding studio executives
to get their movies made.”

– Bernard Rose

Continued on page 18…

HD
Lisa Enos and Danny Huston
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Valeria Golino in ivansxtc.

HD
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lighting crew. According to Lisa Enos, “Instead of 12 hour
shoot days where actors are forced to wait endlessly in
uncomfortable trailers until the lighting has been set-up,
our shoot days were never longer than seven hours. Since
we moved so quickly, actors were able to keep their
performances spontaneous and fresh.”  Enos is an accom-
plished producer of documentaries for major networks,
such as Arts and Entertainment (A&E). Even when cap-
turing the most demanding scenes, the ivansxtc crew never
exceeded nine people, including a production assistant,
coordinator, and assistant director.

Rose not only shoots from the shoulder, he shoots
from the hip. He does not equivocate on the impact of HD
technology.  “Film Is Dead”...”Long Live Cinema,” is the

slogan and theme of the ivansxtc website: http://
www.ivansxtc.com.

“Let’s absolutely call this what it is: HD is a major
revolution that will change the motion picture industry.
Independent filmmakers with creative, innovative ideas
will no longer have to face an army of checkbook-wield-
ing studio executives to get their movies made,” said Rose.
“HD has the potential to free filmmakers from the strangle-
hold of Hollywood’s elite deal-makers who spend their
days homogenizing story concepts to fit their narrow view
of the movie-going public.”

Since more can be accomplished with less, leaner
production crews translate into smaller budgets which
mean that, increasingly, filmmakers can bypass the

“gatekeepers” and enjoy unprecedented creative freedom.
Rose is frank in saying that change will not be pain-

less for the Hollywood status quo. He draws a parallel
with “The Luddites,” thousands of disgruntled weavers who
went about destroying the steam powered looms that were
putting them out of work during the Industrial Revolution
in England.

But, Rose says, “The powered looms produced cloth
so quickly that no matter how fast the Luddites smashed
them up, it still paid to replace them. And the same will be
true for the motion picture industry. Once the economic
and aesthetic attributes of HD propel this industry forward,
and restore creative control to the filmmaker, there will be
no turning back.” ◆

Ruby Rose and Adam Krentzman

HD
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Continued next page…
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In this topsy-turvy contemporary society where the
media sometimes intrudes upon our sensibilities, prey
ing upon the sensational with meretricious writing
and programming depicting good as evil and evil as

good, it is refreshing to meet a producer who has dedi-
cated his career to wholesome sports entertainment, while
at the same time making his mark in HD history.

Like the beginning of a winning football game, Mike’s
career began with a serendipitous kick-off. His father-in-
law worked for the J. Walter Thompson Advertising
Agency managing all aspects of the Northwest Ford Dealer

account which included awarding a contract to a produc-
tion house for a series of 30-second TV ads. While
negotiating, he leveraged his son-in-law into the contract
with Multi-Media Productions. Mike Wacker’s career was
launched. “I found my calling there. At first I worked for a
month for free sweeping the studio floors and just trying
to pay attention to what I saw. It wasn’t long before they
offered me a job. So I quit school in the Communications
Department at the University of Washington to work eight
to ten hours a day.”

Mike Wacker, HD producer of Seahawks games
By Laura Nielson

Mike Wacker, Director of Broadcasting, Seattle Seahawks

HD

HD
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Mike caught the ball and began to run with it down
the playing field of film production. He learned from edi-
tors, audio engineers, producers, photographers,
cinematographers, and graphic artists first hand at Media
Productions. “That was where I cut my teeth and learned
how to do every aspect of the business.”

Many companies in Seattle had to sell out or pare
down their staff to survive because overhead was too high.
Media Productions was no exception. It was as if line-
backers were being knocked out of the way for Mike to
run with the ball. Still in the first quarter of his career he
became a production manager at Multi-Media Productions.
“I wasn’t really an expert in any one area but I was com-
petent in all of the areas and could ensure the quality that
the client wanted.” He worked for an impressive list of
clients in those days: Safeco Insurance, Simpson Timber
Company, and Rainier Beer, to name a few.

In the second quarter of the first half of the game,
Mike carved a niche for himself in the market place by
starting Rainy Day Productions in 1975 featuring special
effects and animation. Rainy Day Productions was a full
service company that produced everything from public
relations, marketing and corporate image media to televi-
sion spots for prominent local and national businesses.
Some of his clients included Rainier Bank, Paccar, Children’s
Hospital, Boeing Commercial Airplane Company, and The
Bob Hope Heart Institute.

After only one year in business with his own com-
pany, Mike received a phone call from The Seattle
Seahawks. It was a call that would prove to be the begin-
nings of a long time association with the then fledgling
pro-football team. Mike had just purchased his first arriflex
camera and began filming the Sunday, in town games. He

The Seattle Seahawks and public broadcaster KING-
TV made television history by producing and tele-

vising the first live local sporting event in HDTV, with
significant creative and technical support by premier
HDTV production and post production facility, APS
(American Production Services).

Using HD-2, a HDTV mobile unit from National
Mobile Television, the Seahawks production
simulcasted a 1080-interlaced HDTV signal and a
“letterbox” 16:9 NTSC signal. APS designed a single
on-air graphics package that could serve the needs of
both the HDTV and NTSC broadcasts.

“This innovative production approach, simulcast-
ing from a single truck with a single graphics package,
made the multi-standard telecast cost-effective with-
out compromising the television viewing experience.
But this approach also presented logistically complex
technical challenges that pushed the envelope on live
HDTV production,” says Eric Denke, vice president of
operations for APS.

During the live broadcast, NTSC graphics were
up-converted to HDTV and keyed over live HDTV
camera shots. One HDTV output went directly to air,
while the other was down-converted to 16:9 NTSC,
with an additional graphical element downstream-
keyed into the borders of the letterboxed program.

“We made the decision early on to simulcast a
525 down-converted HD signal letterboxed as our ‘nor-
mal’ broadcast. This allowed our production team to
produce the game maximizing the wide aspect ratio of
HDTV without having to consider edge-crop framing
issues, with regards to the graphics on the 525 ver-
sion,” says Mike Wacker, Director of Broadcasting for

the Seattle Seahawks, based in Kirkland, Washington.
Like any NFL telecast, the Seattle Seahawks ver-

sus Buffalo Bills preseason game, held at the Kingdome
in Seattle, on August 14, 1999, required hundreds of
on-air graphics. APS Graphics Designer Sherri Scott
used the Quantel Hal graphics system to design and
edit an extensive package consisting of hundreds of
full-screen and lower-third supers, complete with player
and coach headshots, team logos, and statistics.

“By making sure that nothing was ‘bleeding off
the NTSC page,’ I was able to design a single graphics
package that would work well in either NTSC or HDTV.
If images trail off the NTSC screen, they appear to be
abruptly cut off in the HDTV version.”  Since the live
NTSC graphics were letterboxed, there was no con-
cern for losing the sides of the HDTV picture.  In the
borders of the letterboxed picture, a Chyron iNFiNit!
Character generator was used to key a special phone
number that fans could call to channel their team spirit
into season tickets.

“HDTV and its continued development in broad-
casting and the marketplace are of critical importance
to team owner Paul Allen.  This is evident by the fact
that our HDTV preseason game was the fourth HDTV
production by an Allen-owned sports team this year,”
says Wacker.  The Portland Trail Blazers also owned by
Paul Allen, was the first NBA team to produce a local
basketball game (against the Minnesota Timberwolves
on March 5, 1999 from the Rose Garden, in Portland)
in HDTV.  Prior to that, the Seahawks also televised
“Seahawks Sunday”, a magazine style “1999 Kickoff
Special”, in HDTV, on January 30, 1999. ◆

Making Television History
By Claudia Kienzle

Continued on page 22…

HD
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Mike insists that one of the great benefits of working for Seahawks’ owner, Paul Allen, is a
constant look towards innovation. “He pushes you out onto the front lines of technology.
He’s always pushing the envelope.”

HD
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was a sports fan anyway, so shooting the games and be-
ing paid for it was an added bonus.

The general manager, Hall of Famer, Mike
MacCormack, took an aggressive business approach to
the Seahawks. He was interested in developing programs
for television. And Wacker was his man! Now in the third
quarter of the game Mike was hired by the Seahawks full
time to produce the entertainment of game day at the
Kingdome and head up all their video presentations.

“It’s hard to come up with an answer of what I do. I
am the producer, director, and engineer. I love the game
presentations. It is exciting where all of the organizational
efforts of the team come together all at once, whether it’s
the public relations outreach part of the team, the teams
playing, to the presentation of the sponsors. On game day
my work includes coordinating all of the pre-game activi-
ties from the anthem to the marching bands, dance groups,
and the script for every home game.”

One of the challenges for Mike is ensuring that the
sponsorships do not intrude on the game experience for

the spectators who go to see football. Mike also produces
the video works shown on the jumbotron or dinovision
for the Huskies Football team at the University of Wash-
ington. During the games the focus is quite often on the
large screen. Mike is sensitive to integrate all of the other
elements of the game experience with his video produc-
tion so that each part supports the other meshing cleverly
into a memorable experience for all.

Mike commented. Already in the works is a Seahawks
Stadium center that will show HD material to suite buyers
and sponsorship groups. It will be completed in March.

In the fourth quarter of the game Mike caught the
ball making history by producing and televising Seattle
Seahawks’ Pre-season game in HDTV, making him one of
the first to televise sporting events in High Definition. The
game’s not over and Mike’s score is ahead. He is sure to
win the game as a producer with an eye on what the
public wants. ◆

HD

HD
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